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Abstract

We develop a robust coarse-grained model for single and double stranded DNA by

representing each nucleotide by three interaction sites (TIS) located at the centers of

mass of sugar, phosphate, and base. The resulting TIS model includes base-stacking,

hydrogen bond, and electrostatic interactions as well as bond-stretching and bond angle

potentials that account for the polymeric nature of DNA. The choices of force constants

for stretching and the bending potentials were guided by a Boltzmann inversion pro-

cedure using a large representative set of DNA structures extracted from the Protein

Data Bank. Some of the parameters in the stacking interactions were calculated using

a learning procedure, which ensured that the experimentally measured melting tem-

peratures of dimers are faithfully reproduced. Without any further adjustments, the

calculations based on the TIS model reproduces the experimentally measured salt and

sequence dependence of the size of single stranded DNA (ssDNA), as well as the per-

sistence lengths of poly(dA) and poly(dT) chains . Interestingly, upon application of

mechanical force the extension of poly(dA) exhibits a plateau, which we trace to the

formation of stacked helical domains. In contrast, the force-extension curve (FEC) of
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poly(dT) is entropic in origin, and could be described by a standard polymer model.

We also show that the persistence length of double stranded DNA, formed from two

complementary ssDNAs with one hundred and thirty base pairs, is consistent with

the prediction based on the worm-like chain. The persistence length, which decreases

with increasing salt concentration, is in accord with the Odijk-Skolnick-Fixman theory

intended for stiff polyelectrolyte chains near the rod limit. The range of applications,

which did not require adjusting any parameter after the initial construction based

solely on PDB structures and melting profiles of dimers, attests to the transferability

and robustness of the TIS model for ssDNA and dsDNA.

Introduction

DNA, the blueprint of life, accomplishes its functional roles through highly orchestrated

motions, spanning a hierarchy of time and length scales.1 Evolution has endowed DNA with

high adaptability, allowing it to undergo conformational changes, in response to cellular

cues, without being irreversibly damaged. The advances in experimental methodology, in

particular, single molecule techniques, have provided critical insight into DNA biophysics,

including various aspects of its structural organization, and sequence-dependent mechanical

tensegrity.2 Nonetheless, the physical principles that underlie key attributes of DNA at all

length scales, ranging from few hundred base pairs to large scale chromatin organization are

not understood.3 The growing interest in DNA nanotechnology, and the need to formulate

design rules for self-assembly, as well as nanofabrication further necessitates an understanding

of DNA thermodynamics, and mechanics.4,5 In all these areas well-designed computational

models with sufficient accuracy are needed to provide not only insights into the biophysics

of DNA but also for making predictions, especially where experiments cannot fully decipher

the sequence-dependent properties of DNA.

A reliable structural model of DNA is required to accurately describe the key features

of DNA biophysics at the molecular level. It is always tempting to use an all-atom repre-
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Figure 1: The coarse-graining procedure underlying the TIS-DNA model. Each nucleotide is
represented by three beads: one for the sugar, base, and the phosphate. These residues are
represented using the same color code in the all-atom, and the TIS-DNA representations.
As shown above, in the case of a twelve base pair duplex, the number of degrees of freedom
reduces from 1458 to 210 upon coarse-graining.

sentation of the DNA molecule, as well as the surrounding solvent, and counterions in order

to glean microscopic insights into DNA dynamics.6,7 However, the innumerable degrees of

freedom, which are coupled together in a complex fashion, often render it practically im-

possible to probe DNA dynamics over biologically relevant time scales, and length scales

using current computer hardware. More importantly, the current force fields are not accu-

rate enough to obtain results that can be compared to experiments. Instead, it is prudent

to use a level of description depending on the length scale of DNA and the accuracy of the

measurements.8 For example, characterization of the organization of chromosome structure

can only be done using copolymer models in which each bead represents ∼ 1000 base pairs

(bps) whereas assembly of DNA hairpins needs a more refined models. In some cases, such

as polymerase-DNA complex, much can be learned using a single bead per base pair repre-

sentation.9,10 Inspired by the success of simplified models there have been continued efforts

towards the development of coarse-graining (CG) procedures, which reduce the number of
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degrees of freedom significantly. Despite their simplicity, CG models are often accurate at

the molecular, as well as the chemical level, and are built with the aim to embody the

underlying physics of nucleic acid mechanics, thermodynamics, and kinetics.11–19

In a broad sense, DNA coarse-grained models are built either using a “top-down” or

a “bottom-up” approach.20–22 While the former is constructed to reproduce experimental

trends and large scale behavior, the latter exploits systematic coarse-graining to match dis-

tributions or forces computed using a more detailed model. Some coarse-grained models

often use a combination of both approaches.16

In this work, we adopt a largely “top-down” strategy to develop a new coarse-grained

model for DNA, in which each nucleotide is represented by three interaction sites (TIS). Sev-

eral previous studies11,23–25 have shown that this choice of resolution is sufficient to describe

nucleic acid folding, and mechanical response in the presence of an external force or torque.

The TIS-DNA model includes sequence-dependent stacking, hydrogen-bonding, and electro-

static interactions that contribute to the overall stability of DNA structures. The TIS CG

model for DNA provides an excellent description of the mechanical properties of both ssDNA

and dsDNA, over a wide range of salt concentrations, setting the stage for applications to a

wide range of problems involving DNA on not too large a length scale.

Methodology

The Three Interaction Site (TIS) DNA model

In the TIS model for nucleic acids, first introduced by Hyeon and Thirumalai,11 each nu-

cleotide is represented by three spherical beads (interaction sites), corresponding to the

phosphate (P), sugar (S), and the base (B). The beads are positioned at the the center of

mass of the chemical groups. The energy function describing the interactions between the

interaction sites in DNA has the same functional form as the TIS-RNA model, developed

by Denesyuk and Thirumalai (DT).24,25 The total energy, UT , for a given conformation of
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the polynucleotide is expressed as a sum of contributions from six components, denoting the

bond (UB), angular (UA), single-stranded stacking (US), hydrogen-bonding (UHB), excluded

volume (UEV ), and electrostatic (UE) interactions :

UT = UB + UA + US + UHB + UEV + UE. (1)

We use harmonic potentials to describe the bond and angular interactions:

UB = kr(r − r0)2, (2)

UA = kα(α− α0)
2, (3)

In equations 2 and 3, r0 and α0 denote the equilibrium bond lengths, and bond angles

respectively, and kr, and kα are the corresponding force constants.

The values r0 and α0 were obtained by coarse-graining an ideal B-form DNA helix. To

obtain the initial guesses for kr, and kα, we carried out Boltzmann inversions26 of the corre-

sponding distributions obtained from experimental structures. The statistics were collected

from three-dimensional structures of DNA helices deposited in the PDB database. We ex-

clude all X-ray structures with a resolution lower than 2.5 Å, DNA molecules consisting of

unnatural bases, and DNA-ligand complexes. The PDB ids of the 284 structures, which met

the selection criteria, are available upon request. Some representative distributions corre-

sponding to the coarse-grained bonds, and angles obtained from the PDB database mining,

are shown in Figure 2.

Bond Stretch Potential: The distribution of the bond lengths can be fit to a Gaussian

function:

P (r) =
A√
2πσ

e
−(r−r0)

2

2σ2 = e
−UB
kBT , (4)

where the parameter σ is obtained from the fit; kB is the Boltzmann factor; and T denotes
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Figure 2: Distribution of the SP bond length (left), and SPS bond angles (right) from PDB
database mining (red bars). The blue curves are fits to Gaussian functions.

the absolute temperature. Taking the logarithm on both sides of (4), and dropping the

arbitrary constant, we get:

UB =
kBT

2σ2
(r − r0)2 = kr (r − r0)2 . (5)

We estimate kr with T set to 298 K. The values of kr for the different bonds are largely

insensitive to the choice of T , within a broad range.

Bond angle potential: Following earlier work,27,28 the distribution of bond angles, α, were

weighted by a factor sinα, and renormalized. The distribution of bond angles is expressed

as:

P (α) = fn
p(α)

sinα
= e

−UA
kBT , (6)

In (6), fn is a normalization factor, while p (α), and P (α) denote the unnormalized, and

normalized distribution functions, respectively. The angular potential is obtained using,

UA =
kBT

2σ2
(α− α0)

2 = kα (α− α0)
2 . (7)

Excluded Volume: To account for volume exclusions between the sites, we use the Weeks-
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Chandler-Andersen (WCA) potential:29

UEV = ε0

[(
D0

r

)12

− 2

(
D0

r

)6

+ 1

]
, r < D0. (8)

The excluded-volume interaction term vanishes if the interacting sites are separated by a

distance greater than D0, thereby making the WCA potential computationally efficient.

Following DT,24 we set D0 = 3.2 Å and ε0 = 1 kcal/mol. All the interaction sites are

assigned the same D0 and ε0 to keep the parametrization as simple as possible. As discussed

by DT,24 this particular choice of D0 and ε0 somewhat underestimates the distance of closest

approach between the interaction sites, with the exception of stacked bases, but has little

effect on the folding thermodynamics.

Stacking Interaction: Stacking interactions, between two consecutive nucleotides along

the DNA chain, is described using the function:

US = U0
S(1 + kl(l − l0)2 + kφ(φ1 − φ0

1)
2 + kφ(φ2 − φ0

2)
2)−1 (9)

The strength of the stacking interaction is modulated by deviations from the equilibrium

geometry, described by the stacking distance l0, and backbone dihedrals φ1, and φ2. In

a previous work, Dima et al. showed that an accurate description of stacking in RNA

is necessary for fold recognition, and structure prediction.30 The geometric parameters in

terms of which the stacking interactions are represented in the TIS model are described

in Figure 3. The equilibrium values for stacking distances and dihedrals are obtained by

coarse-graining an ideal B-DNA helix. We calculated kl and kφ, by performing a Boltzmann

inversion of the distributions corresponding to the distances between stacked bases (l), and

backbone dihedrals (φ1, and φ2), computed from the experimental structures.

In Eq. (9), U0
S describes the stacking interaction for a particular dimer, and is calibrated

to reproduce the thermodynamics, as described by the nearest-neighbor model.31,32 In this

formalism, the overall stability of DNA duplexes is expressed as a sum over contributions
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Figure 3: Left: Schematic of a coarse-grained dimer based on the TIS model, with l, φ1, and
φ2 labeled. Right: Illustration of the structural parameters in equation (13). The hydrogen-
bonding distance d is between sites B2 and B4; θ1 (S2, B2, B4), and θ2 (S4, B4, B2) are the
angles; ψ1 (S2, B2, B4, S4), ψ2 (P4, S4, B4, B2), and ψ3 (P2, S2, B2, B4) are the dihedral
angles.

from individual base-pair steps. Here, we use the unified nearest-neighbor parameters from

Santalucia and Hicks (Table 1),32 which describes the overall stability of duplexes at 1 M

monovalent salt in terms of enthalpic (∆H), and entropic contributions (∆S).

We assume that the ∆H, and ∆S of each base-pair dimer step can be decoupled into sepa-

rate contributions arising from single-stranded stacking, and inter-strand hydrogen bonding:

∆H

(
x− y
w − z

)
= ∆H

( x
w

)
+ ∆H

(
z

y

)
+ 0.5∆H (x− y) + 0.5∆H (w − z) , (10)

∆S

(
x− y
w − z

)
= ∆S

( x
w

)
+ ∆S

(
z

y

)
. (11)

In Eqs. (10) and (11), ∆H
(
x
w

)
and ∆S

(
x
w

)
denote the enthalpy, and entropy associated with

the stacking of x over w in the 5′ → 3′ direction. Based on previous experimental data,33 it

is reasonable to assume that the contribution from hydrogen-bonding, ∆H (x− y), is purely

enthalpic in nature. To obtain the thermodynamic parameters for all the dimers, we need to
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Table 1: Nearest-neighbor thermodynamic parameters for Watson-Crick base pairs in DNA
in 1 M NaCl and 310 K.32

x−y
w−z ∆H kcal/mol ∆S cal/mol K−1

A−T
A−T -7.6 -21.3

A−T
T−A -7.2 -20.4

T−A
A−T -7.2 -21.3

C−G
A−T -8.5 -22.7

G−C
T−A -8.4 -22.4

C−G
T−A -7.8 -21.0

G−C
A−T -8.2 -22.2

C−G
G−C -10.6 -27.2

G−C
C−G -9.8 -24.4

G−C
G−C -8.0 -19.9
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solve (10) and (11) for ∆H
(
x
w

)
, ∆S

(
x
w

)
, and ∆H (x− y). Since the number of unknowns

exceeds the number of equations, we make some additional assumptions based on previous

experimental and simulation data.

Table 2: Enthalpies ∆H, entropies ∆S, and melting temperatures Tm of single-stranded DNA
stacks derived in this work.

x
w

∆H kcal/mol ∆S cal/mol K−1 Tm (K)

A
A

-3.53 -10.96 322.0

A
T

; T
A

-3.06 -10.43 293.0

A
G

; G
A

-3.76 -11.26 333.6

A
C

; C
A

-3.06 -10.43 293.0

G
G

-3.39 -9.56 353.9

G
C

; C
G

-4.28 -12.90 331.9

G
T

; T
G

-4.03 -12.13 332.6

C
C

-2.98 -10.33 288.3

C
T

; T
C

-2.98 -10.33 288.3

T
T

-2.98 -10.33 288.3

∆H(A− T ) = −1.09 kcal/mol; ∆H(G− C) = −1.64 kcal/mol.

The thermodynamic parameters corresponding to AT/TA and TA/AT, CA/GT and

GT/CA, CT/GA and GA/CT, and CG/GC and GC/CG, as described by equations (10) and

(11) can be averaged, as these values are similar within experimental uncertainty.32 This en-

ables us to assign ∆H
(
x
w

)
= ∆H

(
w
x

)
, and ∆S

(
x
w

)
= ∆S

(
w
x

)
for all the dimer steps.

Experiments by Olsthoorn et al.34 indicate that the stacking enthalpy of a deoxyadeny-

late dimer is virtually identical to the ribo analogue. Hence, we set ∆H
(
A
A

)
equal to

-3.53 kcal/mol, which is the enthalpy value computed for an adenine-adenine stack in the
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RNA model.24 The melting temperature (Tm) of the dimer
(
A
A

)
is estimated to be 322 K

by CD spectroscopy experiments.34 Furthermore, experiments35 show that the free energy

of stacking for a
(
T
T

)
dimer at 298 K is around 0.1 kcal/mol. From the above assumptions,

and using equations (10) and (11), we can compute ∆H
(
A
A

)
, ∆H

(
T
T

)
, ∆S

(
A
A

)
, ∆S

(
T
T

)
,

and ∆H (A− T ). Using ∆H (A− T ), ∆H
(
A
T

)
, and ∆S

(
A
T

)
are computed from the ap-

propriate thermodynamic equations. The enthalpies of hydrogen-bonding are related as:

∆H (G− C) = 1.5∆H (A− T ). Once ∆H (G− C) is known, ∆H
(
G
C

)
, and ∆S

(
G
C

)
are

computed from equations (10) and (11).

To evaluate the thermodynamic parameters for the remaining dimers, we need to make

additional simplifications. Experiments by Sollie and Schellman,35 as well as recent simu-

lations36–38 indicate that
(
A
T

)
, and

(
A
C

)
have similar stacking propensities. Therefore, we

can describe them by the same set of thermodynamic parameters: ∆H
(
A
T

)
= ∆H

(
A
C

)
, and

∆S
(
A
T

)
= ∆S

(
A
C

)
. Using the enthalpy and entropy of stacking for the

(
A
C

)
dimer, we es-

timate the corresponding values for the
(
G
T

)
dimer using the appropriate set of equations

from (10) and (11). We also assume that
(
T
T

)
,
(
C
T

)
, and

(
C
C

)
dimers can be described by

the same set of thermodynamic parameters, as experiments and simulations show that they

very similar stacking propensities.35,37,39 This simplification allows us to evaluate ∆H
(
G
A

)
,

∆S
(
G
A

)
, ∆H

(
G
T

)
, ∆S

(
G
T

)
, ∆H

(
G
G

)
, and ∆S

(
G
G

)
. The results are summarized in Table 2.

Using melting temperature of dimers to learn the U0
S value: In order to calibrate

the stacking interactions U0
S, we simulated the stacking of coarse-grained dimers, similar

to that shown in Figure 3. We use the expression for US in Eq. (9), with U0
S = −h +

kB (T − Tm) s. Here, h and s are adjustable parameters, Tm is the melting temperature of

a given dimer, as tabulated in Table 2. In simulations, the free energy of stacking for each

dimer can be computed using:

∆G = −kBT ln p+ kBT ln(1− p) + ∆G0, (12)
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where p is the fraction of sampled configurations for which US < −kBT , and ∆G0 is a

correction factor that accounts for any difference in the definition of stacking, and hence ∆G,

between experiment and simulation. Since the thermodynamic parameters for the
(
T
T

)
dimer

were derived to explicitly match the stacking free energy at 298 K, we set ∆G0 = 0 for this

dimer, as well as for
(
C
C

)
,
(
C
T

)
, and

(
T
C

)
dimers, all of which are thermodynamically equivalent

within our parametrization scheme. For the rest of the dimers, we choose ∆G0 such that

stacking free energy at 298 K, as estimated by osmometry experiments, is reproduced.

Figure 4: Left: A representative distribution of stacking energies, US from simulations of a
dimer represented by the TIS model. All configurations with US < −kBT are considered as
stacked. Right: The free energy of stacking for dimer G

C
as a function of temperature. The

red solid line corresponds to the experimental line, with free energies given by the parameters
in Table 2. The red filled circles represent simulation results, with h and s chosen such that
the experimental temperature dependence is reproduced. These values correspond to the
case where ∆G0 = 0. The red open circles correspond to the case where Tm is reproduced,
but the entropy is underestimated. The blue circles are simulation data for h and s where
the free energy is shifted by a constant factor.

Figure 4 shows the results from the simulation of a
(
G
C

)
dimer. For ∆G0 = 0, and s = 0, the

melting temperature Tm systematically increases with h, and is equal to the value in Table

2 for h = 4.73. If s = 0, the entropy of stacking, given by the slope of ∆G(T ) versus T is

underestimated compared to the value in Table 2. To correct for the entropic contribution,

we use U0
S = −4.73 + kB(T − 331.9)s, with s > 0. This readjustment does not change Tm,

but allows us to reproduce the entropy, and hence the temperature dependence of ∆G(T ),

in accordance with Table 2. We find that s = 2.41 is an optimal choice for the
(
G
C

)
dimer.
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Table 3: The parameters h and s are computed from the simulations of coarse-grained dimers.
∆G0 is chosen such that the experimental stacking free energies at 298 K are reproduced. The
values of h before the inclusion of the correction term, ∆G0, are shown in parentheses.

x
w

h kcal/mol s ∆G0

A
A

5.69 (4.67) 0.94 0.60

A
T

; T
A

4.95 (4.18); 5.02 (4.28) 0.87; 0.65 0.49

A
C

; C
A

4.98 (4.21); 5.03 (4.24) 0.92; 0.79 0.49

A
G

; G
A

5.43 (4.83); 5.42 (4.82) 1.06; 0.98 0.39

C
T

; T
C

4.13; 4.18 0.71; 0.94 0.00

C
C

4.15 0.98 0.00

C
G

; G
C

5.22 (4.81); 5.13 (4.73) 2.33; 2.41 0.26

G
T

; T
G

5.28 (4.70); 5.43 (4.86) 1.69; 1.73 0.38

G
G

5.66 (5.13) -0.29 0.38

T
T

4.17 0.89 0.00
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The fitting procedure described above is carried out for all the sixteen dimers using the TIS

representation. The final set of parameters is tabulated in Table 3. Some of the dimers,

which have equivalent thermodynamic parameters according to our model, have somewhat

different h and s values due differences in their equilibrium geometry.

Hydrogen-bonding interactions: Hydrogen bonding interactions are only considered

between the canonical base pairs (Watson-Crick) in the DNA structure. In some instances,

noncanonical base pairs may play a role in stabilizing the DNA structure.40,41 Nonetheless,

these interactions are excluded from the current model. The CG interaction describing

hydrogen-bonding is given by;

UHB =
U0
HB

1 + kd(d− d0)2 + kθ(θ1 − θ01)2 + kθ(θ2 − θ02)2 + kψ(ψ1 − ψ0
1)2 + kψ(ψ2 − ψ0

2)2 + kψ(ψ3 − ψ0
3)2

(13)

where d, θ1, θ2, ψ1, ψ2, and ψ3 are described in Figure 3. The corresponding equilibrium val-

ues are obtained from the coarse-grained structure of an ideal B-DNA helix. The coefficients

kl, kθ, and kφ were determined in a fashion similar to the other harmonic constants, us-

ing a Boltzmann inversion of the statistics accumulated from experimental structures. The

parameter U0
HB controls the strength of the hydrogen-bonding. Similar to base-stacking,

hydrogen-bonding is sensitive to deviations from the equilibrium geometry.

Equation 13 denotes the UHB for a single hydrogen-bond, and is multiplied by a factor of

2 or 3 depending on the type of base pair (A-T or G-C) connecting the coarse-grained sites.

Electrostatic interactions: The electrostatic interactions are computed using the Debye-

Hückel approximation, in conjunction with the concept of Oosawa-Manning counterion con-

densation. The electrostatic free energy is given by:42

UE =
Q2e2

2ε

∑
i,j

exp(−|ri − rj|/λD)

|ri − rj|
(14)

where |ri − rj| is the distance between two phosphates i, and j, ε is the dielectric constant

of water, and λD is the Debye-screening length. The Debye length λD is related to the ionic
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strength of the solution, and is given by

λ−2D =
4π

εkBT

∑
n

q2nρn (15)

In Eq. (15), qn is the charge for an ion of type n, and ρn is the number density of the

ion in solution.

The magnitude of phosphate charge, Q, is determined using the Oosawa-Manning the-

ory.43 The bare charge on the phosphate is renormalized due to propensity of ions to con-

dense around the highly charged polyanion. The Oosawa-Manning theory predicts that the

renormalized charge on the phosphate is

Q = Q′(T ) =
b

lB(T )
, lB(T ) =

e2

εkbT
. (16)

where b is the length per unit charge, and lB is the Bjerrum length. The length per unit

charge for DNA, as estimated by Olson and coworkers,44 is approximately 4.4 Å, which leads

to a reduced charge of −0.6 for the phosphates at 298 K. As the dielectric constant is also a

function of temperature, the temperature dependence of Q is nonlinear45 with

ε(T ) = 87.740− 0.4008T + 9.398× 10−4 T 2 − 1.410× 10−6 T 3. (17)

In Eq. 17, T is the temperature in Celsius. Following DT, the charges are placed on

the center of mass of the phosphate beads,24 which is somewhat comparable to atomistic

representations where the charges are localized on the two oxygen atoms of the phosphate

group.

Calculation of persistence length

The persistence length, a measure of stiffness of DNA, is calculated using the decay of the

autocorrelation of tangent vectors t̂(s) along the backbone. For a worm-like chain (WLC),
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such as DNA,46

〈t̂(s)t̂(0)〉 = 〈cos(θ(s))〉 = exp

(
−s
lp

)
. (18)

In equation (18), 〈...〉 denotes an average, s denotes position along the DNA strand, and

lp is the persistence length. For ssDNA, the tangent t̂(s) was calculated by taking the

distance vector from the sugar bead on nucleotide i to the sugar bead on nucleotide i + 1,

and normalizing it to unity. For dsDNA, the tangent vector t̂(s) was calculated by taking

the distance vector from the midpoint of the bases involved in hydrogen bonding at position

i along the chain, to the midpoint of the bases at position i+ 5, and normalizing it to unity.

We found that the values of the correlations were quite insensitive to our particular definition

of tangent vectors.

Although the relationship described by Eq. (18) is quite robust for dsDNA, it breaks down

when the decay of the autocorrelation function becomes non-exponential. This situation

typically arises for charged flexible polymers, such as ssDNA.46 Hence, we use the following

relationship to estimate lp for ssDNA, following Doi and Edwards.46

lp =
〈R2〉

2l
, (19)

where R is the end-end distance, and l is the contour length of the ssDNA chain.

The persistence length of a polyelectrolyte chain, such as DNA, exhibits a strong de-

pendence on the ionic strength of the solution.47,48 It is known that polyelectrolytes (PEs),

such as DNA chain, become more flexible with an increase in ionic strength due to a more

effective screening of the phosphate-phosphate charge repulsion resulting from counterion

condensation. Nonetheless, the interplay between the DNA and PE effects in determining

the overall chain stiffness is not known. For a stiff PE near the rod limit, the Odijk-Skolnick-

Fixman (OSF) theory49,50 provides a very good description of the electrostatic contribution

to persistence length:51,52
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lp = lp0 + lOSF = lp0 +
λ2D
4lB

(20)

where lp0 is the bare persistence length, which depends on the intrinsic geometric properties of

the chain, λD, and lB denote the Debye length, and Bjerrum length, respectively. In the OSF

theory, whose validity extends to flexible polyelectrolytes as well, it is assumed that lp0 > lOSF .

Langevin Dynamics Simulations

The equations of motion of each bead is described by Langevin dynamics, which for bead i

can be expressed as a stochastic differential equation: mir̈i = −γiṙi+Fi+gi, where mi is the

mass of the bead, γi is the drag coefficient, Fi denotes the conservative force acting on bead

i due to interactions with the other beads, and gi is a Gaussian random force. The random

force satisfies 〈fi(t)fj(t′)〉 = 6kBTγiδijδ(t − t′). A variant of the velocity-Verlet version of

the algorithm for Langevin dynamics,53 with a time step of 2.5 fs, was used to integrate the

equations of motion. For the mechanical pulling simulations, we use a time step of 1.25 fs to

maintain the stability of the system. The drag coefficient corresponding to each bead, γi, is

calculated using the Stokes’ formula, γi = 6πηRi, where η is the viscosity of the surrounding

environment, and Ri is the Stokes’ radius. We used a value of 10−5 Pa.s for η, which is around

1% of the viscosity of water. This choice does not affect the thermodynamic properties, but

is critical for an efficient exploration of the conformational space.24,53 The values for Ri are

2 Å for the phosphate beads, 2.9 Å for sugar beads, 3 Å for guanine beads, 2.8 Å for adenine

beads, and 2.7 Å for cytosine and thymine beads. Each simulation was carried out for at

least 4× 108 time steps. To obtain meaningful statistics for any given observable, we carried

out at least five simulations for each data point, with different initial conditions.
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Parametrization of the DNA model

Bonded Interactions: The range of harmonic constants (kr, kα) was obtained using equa-

tions (5) and (7). To parametrize the coarse-grained DNA model, in terms of mechani-

cal properties, we chose a heterogeneous single-stranded DNA sequence (CATCCTCGA-

CAATCGGAACCAGGAAGCGCCCCGCAACTCTGCCGCGATCGGTGTTCGCCT) with

60 nucleotides. The objective was to optimize the angular bending constants (kα), in partic-

ular, such that the persistent lengths, computed at different monovalent salt concentrations,

fell within the experimental range.54–57 During the parametrization process, we switched off

the stacking interactions. Besides eliminating the complexity arising due to base-stacking,

this choice enabled us to compare our simulated results with persistence length estimates

for unstructured ssDNA available from recent experiments.57 The choice of bond-stretching

constants, kr, had practically no effect on the persistence length estimates. Once an optimal

set of harmonic constants were identified, the stacking interactions were parametrized using

the procedure described earlier. The final set of parameters, employed in our coarse-grained

model is tabulated in Table 4.

Calibration of hydrogen-bonding interaction: After the optimization procedure,

the only free parameter in the model is U0
HB. We chose its value to reproduce the experi-

mental melting curve58 at 0.25 M for a DNA hairpin with the sequence (shown in the inset

of Fig. 5). The relatively small size of the hairpin, heterogeneity of the stem composition,

as well as extensive thermodynamic data available for this hairpin,58,59 make it an ideal

candidate for our calibration procedure.

In the experiment, the increase of the relative absorbance with temperature corresponds

to both unstacking of bases, as well as breakage of hydrogen bonds. For the hairpin sequence

considered here, the former effect is minimized due to the weak stacking interactions between

the thymine bases.58 The loss of hydrogen bonding occurs in a largely cooperative fashion,

and at the melting temperature approximately half of the base pairs are broken. In our model,

we consider a hydrogen bond to be formed between the coarse-grained sites if UHB < −nkBT ,
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Table 4: The optimal values for the various harmonic force constants in the DNA model.
The kr, kl, kφ, kd, kθ, kψ values correspond to those which are obtained directly from the
Boltzmann inversion of distributions obtained from database mining. No further optimization
of these parameters were necessary. The angle-specific kα values correspond to those that
reproduce the experimental persistence lengths of ssDNA, and were obtained after fine-tuning
of the initial parameters obtained from Boltzmann inversion.

Bond Type force constant,kr(kcal/mol/Å) equilibrium value,r0 (Å)
SP 62.59 3.75
PS 17.63 3.74
SA 44.31 4.85
SG 48.98 4.96
SC 43.25 4.30
ST 46.56 4.40

Angle Type force constant,kα (kcal/mol/rad) equilibrium value,α0 (degrees)
PSP 25.67 123.30
SPS 67.50 94.60
PSA 29.53 107.38
PST 39.56 97.18
PSG 26.28 111.01
PSC 35.02 101.49
ASP 67.32 118.94
TSP 93.99 123.59
GSP 62.94 116.90
CSP 77.78 121.43

kl (Å−1) 1.45
kφ (radians−1) 3.00

kd (Å−1) 4.00
kθ (radians−1) 1.50
kψ (radians−1) 0.15
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Figure 5: Variation of the fraction of broken base pairs, 1−〈Q〉, with temperature. A quan-
titative agreement with experimental melting profile is obtained for U0

HB = −1.92 kcal/mol.
The simulation results are given in red circles. The experimental estimates58 correspond
to blue circles. The solid line is a sigmoidal fit to the simulation data, which gives Tm =
336.4 K. The dashed vertical line indicates the experimental melting temperature.58
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where n = 2 for a A-T base pair, and 3 for a G-C base pair. Using this definition, we can

compute 〈Q〉, the fraction of native contacts as a function of temperature. Assuming that

〈Q〉 is an appropriate order parameter for describing DNA hairpin thermodynamics, we can

determine the melting temperature, Tm from the following sigmoidal fit:

1− 〈Q〉 =
1

1 + e−σ(T−Tm)
. (21)

In the above equation, σ is the width of the melting transition. We find that for U0
HB =

-1.92 kcal/mol, the TIS-DNA model reproduces the experimental curve (Figure 5). Using

equation (21), we estimate Tm = 336.4 K, which exactly corresponds to the experimental

estimate.58 The width of the transition is slightly overestimated compared to experiment.

This discrepancy likely caused by the neglect of non-native base pairs, as well as anisotropic

interactions in our model. Similar deviations were also observed in previous studies by

Dorfman and coworkers.60,61

Results and Discussion

It should be pointed out that the parameters in our TIS-DNA model were determined using

statistics generated from PDB structures, and thermodynamic properties of dimers. This is

the same learning procedure used by DT to probe the thermodynamic properties of RNA

folding.24 The TIS-DNA force field was not calibrated using experimental data in the appli-

cations described below. Therefore, the results are genuine predictions of the model. The

success, as assessed by comparison to experiments, provides the much needed validation.

Description of single-stranded DNA

In the following sections, we describe the applications of the TIS-DNA model to obtain

the sequence and salt-dependent mechanical, as well as thermodynamic properties of single-

stranded DNA. We compare the predictions of our model to available experimental data, or
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well-established theoretical results.

Radius of gyration: salt-dependent scaling behavior

The dependence of radius of gyration (Rg) on the length of a flexible polymer chain is

often described by an universal Flory scaling law,62 Rg = A0N
ν , where N is the number

of segments, and ν is the Flory exponent. An ideal chain with ν = 0.5, and a rigid rod

with ν = 1 denote two limiting cases. For a random coil, with excluded volume, the scaling

exponent is predicted to be ∼ 0.6, based on renormalization group based approaches.46,63

Figure 6: Dependence of the radius of gyration Rg on the number of nucleotides for a dA
(left), and dT oligomer (right). The filled circles with errorbars are the simulation results
at salt concentrations of 0.125 M (red), 0.225 M (blue), and 1.025 M (green). The open
circles are experimental data from Sim et al.64 The solid lines are fits to the scaling law with
Rg = A0N

ν .

In Figure 6, we illustrate the dependence of Rg on the chain length, for single-stranded

dA and dT sequences, as described by the TIS-DNA model. Data are shown for three salt

concentrations. As the salt concentration is increased, the power law dependence becomes

weaker for both the ssDNA sequences. This trend is typical of charged polymers, where an

increase in chain collapsibility at high ionic strengths results from a more effective screening

of the backbone charges. Overall, the predicted values are in good agreement with the

estimates from small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) experiments.,64 in contrast to most

currently available DNA models,16,65 which lead to over compaction of ssDNA.
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It is clear that the TIS-DNA model provides an excellent description of the sequence-

dependent variation of the scaling exponents,64 ν, with salt concentration (Figure 7). For

the dT sequence, a fit of the simulation data to the scaling law yields ν ∼ 0.67, at 0.125 M.

The effective scaling exponent decreases in an exponential fashion with increasing salt con-

centration, and falls below the random coil limit (ν = 0.588) at around 1 M. Therefore, our

model predicts that in the moderate to high salt regime, poly(dT) behaves as a random coil,

which is in accord with recent experimental findings.64,66

Figure 7: The variation of the effective scaling exponent, ν, with salt concentration. The
filled circles correspond to ν obtained from power-law fits of Rg = A0N

ν . The scaling
exponents for both poly(dA) and poly(dT) decrease exponentially with salt concentration.
The open circles denote ν at different salt concentrations, reported by Sim et al.64 The
dashed line is the scaling exponent (ν = 0.588) for a random coil, with excluded volume
interactions.

The effective scaling exponents for the poly(dA) sequence are consistently higher than

for poly(dT) at all salt concentrations. Interestingly, even at 1 M, the poly(dA) chain does

not display random coil-like behavior, unlike poly(dT). Within the Debye-Hückel approxi-

mation employed in our model, the two ssDNA sequences have the same charge densities
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for a given chain length, and therefore electrostatics is unlikely to result in such disparate

behavior. Previous work,67,68 suggest that the origin of this contrasting flexibilities lies in

the chemical difference between adenine and thymine: while the former exhibits significant

stacking propensity, base-stacking is disfavored in the latter.

The preexponential factors, A0, obtained from the power-law fits, lie within the experi-

mental range.64,69,70 In the salt concentration range from 0.1 to 1 M, A0 varies from 0.26 to

0.32 nm for poly(dT), and from 0.22 to 0.27 nm for poly(dA) sequences. The specific values

usually depend on the chemical, and geometric details of the monomer. For the poly(dA)

sequence, the systematically lower A0 values at all salt concentrations imply that the ef-

fective monomer-monomer bond length (in this particular case, the distance between two

consecutive nulceobases) is shortened as a consequence of base stacking. On the other hand,

the preponderance of unstacked monomers in poly(dT) chains, results in higher A0 values,

and consequently leads to a stronger dependence of Rg on salt concentration.

The distinct stacking property exhibited by adenine, and thymine, is an emergent feature

of the TIS-DNA model, as it accounts for base-step dependent stacking thermodynamics.

The presence of base-stacking interactions reduces the collapsibility of the poly(dA) chain,

and therefore the Rg dependence on chain length follows a stronger power-law compared to

poly(dT). In subsequent sections, we discuss in more detail how the presence of persistent

helical stacks along the poly(dA) chain could affect its mechanical tensegrity, and lead to

signatures (“plateau”) in the force-extension profile.

Sequence dependent stiffness

Despite the ongoing efforts, some ambiguity exists regarding the persistence length (lp) of

ssDNA in solution. The reported values of lp span a wide range, from 1.0 to 6.0 nm, and is

often sensitive to the experimental setup.54,55,57,71 To further validate the robustness of the

TIS-DNA model in describing ssDNA, we compute lp using equation (19) for a homogeneous

poly(dT), and a poly(dA) sequence, each of which is 40 nucleotide long.
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As outlined in the Methodology section, exponential fits to the decay of tangent corre-

lations provide another means to estimate persistence lengths. Nonetheless, we find that

this method of computing lp breaks down for ssDNA, as noted in previous studies.72,73 The

polyelectrolyte nature of DNA is primarily responsible for this deviation. In a previous work,

Toan and Thirumalai73 showed that tangent correlations decay as a power law, rather than

an exponential fashion, over length scales shorter than the characteristic Debye length.

Figure 8: The decay of tangent correlations with the contour length in ssDNA for the dT40
sequence (left), and dA40 sequence (right). The correlation function corresponding to dA40
shows oscillatory behavior indicating the presence of helical structure within the chain.

The autocorrelation function of the tangent vectors computed at different salt concen-

trations (Figure 8), show dramatic differences in the equilibrium conformations adopted by

the two ssDNA sequences. For poly(dA), the decay of the tangent correlations exhibits

oscillatory behavior, which is characteristic of helical structure formed by base-stacking in-

teractions within the chain.66 No such signatures are observed for the poly(dT) sequence,

within a range of salt concentration, suggesting that the corresponding equilibrium ensemble

is largely unstructured. The tangent correlations decay in a non-exponential fashion, partic-

ularly at low salt concentrations (∼ 0.02 to 0.10 M), where electrostatic effects are dominant.

From Figure 9, it is evident that the decay of the tangent correlations becomes exponential

over long length scales, but exhibits substantial curvature at short distances. Specifically,

the power law behavior postulated by Toan and Thirumalai73 becomes apparent when the

data is plotted on the logarithmic scale.
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Figure 9: Left: The decay of tangent correlations with contour length for the poly(dT), at
different ionic strengths. The dashed curves denote fits to a single exponential. The solid
lines denote fits to a double exponential. Middle: A semi-log plot of the data, showing the
exponential decay at large length scales. Right: Log-log plot of the tangent correlations,
showing evidence of power law behavior.

As shown in Figure 10, the persistence length, lp, of ssDNA predicted by the TIS-DNA

model falls within the range of experimentally reported values, over the entire range of salt

concentration. In particular, the agreement between our estimates for poly(dT) (red circles),

and those reported in a recent study by Pollack and coworkers57 using a combination of SAXS

and smFRET experiments (green open circles), is remarkable. At a salt concentration of

0.1 M, our model predicts lp to be 1.45 nm, which lies within the error bars of the values

determined by Kuznetsov et al. (1.42 nm),55 and Bauer and coworkers (1.7 nm),56 respec-

tively. Our results for the dT40 sequence deviate from the experimental values of Ha and

coworkers,54 particularly at low salt concentrations. This discrepancy was also noted in the

experimental study of Pollack and coworkers,57 who ascribed the reason to the disparate

boundary conditions. In their experiment, Ha and coworkers54 measured lp for a ssDNA

construct, which was attached to the end of a long DNA duplex. This tethering impedes

the motion of the ssDNA segment, and likely alters the values of lp. In contrast, in the

experiment of Pollack and coworkers,57 the ssDNA molecules diffuses freely, and this setup

is commensurate with the boundary conditions employed in our simulations. Besides agree-

ment with the experimental data, the variation of lp with salt concentration is in accord with

the OSF theory. A fit to the OSF equation yields a bare persistence length lp0 of 0.98 nm

for poly(dT), which is within the range (0.6 to 1.3 nm) of values reported by different exper-
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Figure 10: The variation of the persistence length (lp) with salt concentration for the dT40
(red) and dA40 (blue) sequences computed from the simulation. The solid curves are fits
of the simulation data to the OSF theory (Eq. (20). The lp values reported by Pollack and
coworkers,57 using a combination of SAXS and smFRET experiments, are shown as green
open circles. The triangles denote the experimental data of Ha and coworkers.54 The open
square with error bar represents the experimental data of Kuznetsov et al.,55 for a dT hairpin
at 0.1 M. The brown polygon denotes the lp value reported by Bauer and coworkers56 for a
dT100 sequence at 0.1 M using FCS experiments. The filled squares denote the persistence
lengths estimated by using coarse-grained models with a resolution similar to ours: data
in brown are from Plotkin and coworkers,12 oxDNA (purple),13 3SPN0 (teal),74 3SPN.2
(cyan),14 and 3SPN2C(orange).75 We do not include the data for 3SPN123 as it lies outside
the experimental range.
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iments.57,71,76,77

The poly(dA) sequence is stiffer than poly(dT), particularly at high salt concentration,

where the electrostatics are effectively screened, and the intrinsic geometric nature of the

chain manifests itself. A fit to the OSF theory yields a bare persistence length of 1.22 nm. The

organization of neighboring bases into stacked helices in poly(dA) endows the ssDNA chain

with additional bending rigidity, leading to systematically larger lp values. Our prediction is

also consistent with the experiment of Goddard et al.,78 who found that hairpin formation in

poly(dA) involves a larger enthalpic cost, compared to poly(dT). The contrasting persistence

lengths estimated for poly(dT) and poly(dA) further explain why these sequences exhibit

entirely different salt-dependent collapse, as explained in the earlier section.

It should not go unstated that the results of the TIS-DNA model represents a significant

improvement over other currently available coarse-grained DNA models of similar resolution

in describing the flexibility of ssDNA. As shown in Figure 10, the model of Plotkin and

coworkers12 severely underestimates the lp of ssDNA over the entire range of salt concen-

tration. On the other hand the latest version of the 3SPN model,75 which was optimized

for DNA duplex structures, predicts ssDNA to be too stiff. Although the older versions

of the 3SPN model,14,74 and oxDNA13 estimate lp values that fall within the experimental

range, the bare persistence lengths, lp0, is overestimated. These discrepancies would produce

incorrect force-extension behavior, and severely limits the use of such models in applications

where a correct description of ssDNA flexibility is important.

Sequence-dependent force-extension profiles of ssDNA

Single-molecule pulling experiments provide a viable route towards determining the mechan-

ical properties, as well as the thermodynamics of base-stacking in DNA. The applied force,

in conjunction with electrostatic repulsion between the backbone phosphates destabilizes

base-stacking, and the subtle interplay between competing interactions leads to a variety

of elastic regimes. Several studies report that the tensile response of ssDNA is dictated by
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sequence composition, as well as ionic strength.68,79,80 Recently it was shown in designed ho-

mogeneous sequences, such as poly(dA), which exhibit substantial base-stacking, the elastic

response deviates substantially from the predictions of the standard polymer models.81,82

Specifically, a plateau in the low-force regime of the force-extension profile is thought to be

the ‘mechanical footprint’ of base-stacking.68,79

To investigate how the TIS-DNA model captures sequence-specific effects on the force-

extension behavior of ssDNA, we simulated the mechanical stretching of poly(dA) and

poly(dT) strands consisting of 50 nucleotides, at a salt concentration of 0.5 M. The force-

extension curves are depicted in Figure 11. While the mechanical response of poly(dT) is

purely entropic, the force-extension profile of poly(dA) exhibits a concave feature between ∼7

and 22 pN, which corresponds to the plateau reported in experiments.68,79,80 A substantial

fraction of bases in poly(dA) are stacked, and form helical domains, at forces below ∼7 pN.

At higher forces, a helix-to-coil transition (Figure 11) unravels the helical domains. At low

forces, the largely unstacked poly(dT) sequence typically has a shorter extension, compared

to poly(dA), as it is more flexible and has a propensity to collapse. On the other hand,

the poly(dA) strand is more extensible in this force regime because stacked helical domains

are associated with a smaller entropic cost of aligning in the direction of the applied force.

The strands align with the force with greater ease, as the force increases, and the curves

cross at around ∼ 3 pN. The critical force for crossover is in excellent agreement with the

experimental estimate (∼ 4 pN) of Saleh and coworkers.80

Stacking thermodynamics of ssDNA

To assess whether the TIS-DNA model provides a robust description of stacking thermody-

namics, over a wide range of temperature, we consider a 14 nucleotide long ssDNA with the

sequence, 5′GCGTCATACAGTGC3′, for which experimental data is available from Holbrook

et al.83 In the experiment, stacking probability is described in terms of relative absorbance,

with unstacked regions showing a higher absorbance compared to stacked bases. In our
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Figure 11: Top: The force extension behavior of ssDNA. The profiles correspond to a salt
concentration of 0.5 M. The z-axis denotes the extension, z, normalized by the contour length,
L. The red curve denotes the force extension profile for poly(dT). The blue curve denotes
the profile for poly(dA). A distinct plateau appears in the force-extension profile due to
helix-coil transition (see inset). In contrast, the force-extension curve for poly(dT) follows
the conventional worm-like chain behavior. The dashed line corresponds to the critical
force (∼ 3 pN) at which the extension of the poly(dT) chain exceeds that of poly(dA).
Middle: Representative snaphots of the poly(dA) and poly(dT) sequences at 3 pN. The
arrows represent the direction of the applied force. While poly(dA) consists of stacked helical
domains, poly(dT) is mostly unstacked. Bottom: Helix-to-coil transition in the poly(dA)
sequence that results in a plateau in the force-extension profile. In snapshot (a) the strand
is under a tension of 3 pN, and helical domains persist throughout the chain. Snapshot (b)
corresponds to a tension of 17 pN, where approximately two helical domains remain. In
snapshot (c), the strand experiences a tension of 30 pN, and no visible helical domains exist
in the chain.
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model, we consider a dimer to be stacked if US < −kBT . The average stacking probability,

〈pstack〉, as a function of temperature, for the ssDNA sequence is shown in Figure 12. As

expected, 〈pstack〉 decreases linearly with temperature. Our estimates lie within the error

bars of the experimental values, particularly in the low temperature regime.

Figure 12: Left: The red curve shows the evolution of stacking probability, 〈pstack〉, with
temperature. The blue squares are experimental data from Holbrook et al.83 The simulation,
and experimental data correspond to a salt concentration of 0.12 M. Right: A van’t Hoff
plot depicting the variation of Keq with T . The red circles are the estimated equilibrium
constants from simulations, and the blue solid line denotes a linear fit. From the fit, we
estimate ∆Hstack = −4.8 kcal/mol, ∆Sstack = −13.3 cal/mol/K, and Tm = 363 K. These
values are in very good agreement with the corresponding experimental estimates, which
are: ∆Hstack = −5.7 kcal/mol; ∆S = −16.0 cal/mol/K; Tm = 356 K.

Assuming a two-state model, we can define the equilibrium constant, Keq for stacking in

terms of stacking probability:

Keq =
〈pstack〉

1− 〈pstack〉
(22)

A van’t Hoff analysis (Figure 11) based on equation (21), yields stacking enthalpy,

∆Hstack = −4.8 kcal/mol, entropy, ∆Sstack = −13.3 cal/mol/K, and the transition mid-

point temperature Tm = 363 K. These values are in good agreement with those reported by

Holbrook et al. at the same salt concentration (see Figure 12).
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Elasticity of double-stranded DNA

To assess the accuracy of the TIS-DNA model in describing the elasticity of dsDNA, we

consider two DNA sequences of length 60 and 130 base pairs, considered in an earlier study.12

The sequences of the leading strands for the two sequences are:

Seq1: 5′-CATCCTCGACAATCGGAACCAGGAAGCGCCCCGCAACTCTGCCGCGATCG

GTGTTCGCCT-3′

Seq2: 5′-GCATCCTCGACAATCGGAACCAGGAAGCGCCCCGCAACTCTGCCGCGATCG

GTGTTCGCCTCCAAGCTAGAACCTGGCGATACGGCCTAAGGGCTCCGGAACAAGC

TGAGGCCTTGGCCGTTTAAGGCCG-3′

Compared to ssDNA, the decay of the tangent autocorrelations are exponential, and

dsDNA exhibits a worm like chain behavior over the entire range of salt concentration

(Figure 13). Hence, equation (18) was used to compute the persistence lengths.84,85

Figure 13: The decay of the tangent correlations with the contour length in Seq1 (left), and
Seq2 (right), at three different salt concentrations. The correlations decay exponentially in
contrast to ssDNA.

As expected, the presence of hydrogen-bonding interactions (UHB) between complemen-

tary strands induces additional bending rigidity. For both the dsDNA sequences, the lp values

predicted by the TIS-DNA model are in good agreement with the various experimental esti-

mates.84,86–88 In particular, we obtain very good agreement with the data of Bustamante and

coworkers84 over the ion concentration range spanning an order of magnitude. At low salt
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Figure 14: The variation of persistence length with salt concentration for the 60 bp duplex,
Seq1 (red) and 130 bp duplex, Seq2 (blue) from simulations. The solid curves denote fits
of the simulation data to the OSF theory. The green open circles are lp values reported by
Bustamante and coworkers.84 The triangles denote experimental data of Harrington et al.86

The open squares are data from the experiments of Sobel and Harpst87 on bacteriophage
DNA. The brown polygon corresponds to the measurement of Maret and Weill.88 The filled
squares denote the persistence lengths estimated by other groups: 3SPN1 (teal),23 3SPN2
(orange),14 oxDNA (purple).89 We do not show the data from Plotkin and coworkers,12

because the estimated lp values are too low, and lie outside the experimentally reported
range.
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concentrations, our lp estimate for Seq2 is close to the value reported by Sobel and Harpst

for bacteriophage DNA..87 In the regime corresponding to moderate salt concentration, our

results are in very good agreement with the values reported in separate studies by Harrington

et al.,86 and Maret and Weill.88

For both Seq1, and Seq2, the variation of lp with salt concentration is in accord with the

OSF theory. A fit to equation (24) yields a bare persistence length, lp0, of 49.3 nm for Seq1

and 51.5 nm for Seq2. These estimates fall within the range suggested by Bustamante and

coworkers.84 Although sequence-dependent variations in lp are to be expected in general,90,91

the results predicted by the TIS-DNA model already look promising, considering that we

did not parametrize the model explicitly to reproduce the dsDNA persistence lengths.

Conclusions

In this work, we have introduced a robust coarse-grained model of DNA based on the TIS

representation of nucleic acids, which reproduces the sequence-dependent mechanical prop-

erties of both single-stranded, and double-stranded DNA. The model represents a signifi-

cant improvement over current coarse-grained DNA models, particularly in the description

of single-stranded DNA flexibility. In particular, we are able to reproduce experimental

trends in sequence and salt-dependent persistence lengths, Flory scaling exponents, and

force-extension behavior. Once the various interaction strengths are optimized for ssDNA,

an appropriate choice of a single parameter (UHB) is able to reproduce the melting profile of

a DNA hairpin, as well as the persistence length of dsDNA. Due to its balanced description

of both single and double-stranded DNA, the TIS-DNA model in its current form should be

well suited for providing the much needed molecular insight into folding thermodynamics,

duplex association, as well as force extension behavior of dsDNA. Our parametrization strat-

egy is quite general, and we envisage many other novel applications of the TIS-DNA model

in problems of contemporary interest, including DNA self-assembly and material design, as
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well as the study of DNA-protein, and DNA-RNA interactions.

The current version of the model does not include counterions explicitly, and only pro-

vides a description of electrostatics at the Debye-Hückel level. The possibility of non-native

hydrogen bonding, and stacking, which could be a key determinant in many important pro-

cesses involving DNA is excluded from the model. Recently, such extensions have been

included in the RNA version of the Three Interaction Site model, and it dramatically im-

proves the description of RNA folding thermodynamics, and assembly.92 These avenues will

be further explored in future work.
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